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Mini Reviews
The latest musical bits and pieces racked and rated

T hese headphones are the
latest for UK clubbing
superbrand, Ministry of
Sound. Small over-ear

50mm drivers power the cans and the
overall build quality is great for the
price. A comfortable dual foam
headband and a removable
part-coiled cable completes the
package. All in all, it’s a pretty sweet
deal but in the pursuit of a major

bass boost beyond their diminutive
size, there’s a rolled-off high end that
dulls the sound and a peak around
2kHz that give them an almost
telephone-like quality. In a crowded
marketplace these are a great price
(and in gun metal ‘n’ orange certainly
look the part) but we’d pay that little
bit extra for sound. Chris Barker

6/10

A lthough this may be
pleasant enough in
design, let’s be fair, it’s
nothing to wet your pants

over. The Arc by Magicbox is a simple
dock with a rear auxiliary input and
volume controls on the front. It’s
cheap alright, but not particularly
cheerful, with the sound being
bizarrely dull and lacking any sort of
low end. It sounds like the low-mids
have been pumped to hype the bass
at around 500Hz, but it’s mushed
everything up in the process. The

stereo imaging is also poor and the
instrument separation suffering as a
result. I suppose, its ease of use is
admirable but the reality is that a
decent set of active PC speakers will
always out trump the sound of this,
especially as the Arc also lacks any
sort of remote control. With all this
taken in to account, it’s not priced
well enough to give this Arc anything
other than a sinking score.
Chris Barker

4/10

MinistryOfSound
MOS006 | £40
ministryofsound.com

Magicbox
TheArc | £50
magicboxproducts.com

KentonMIDIUSBHost | £84
kentonuk.com

The Kenton MIDI USB Host lets you
connect your favourite USB-only MIDI
controller to your favourite MIDI-only
hardware (like synths) – Kenton have a
history of connecting ‘incompatible’ things
– check out their Pro-SOLO MIDI-CV
Converter. The brushed aluminium case
measures 110 x 55 x 32mm, and has a
USB ‘A’ connector, MIDI In/Out jacks, and
a mains power connector – that’s it (a
power supply is included, along with a
brief printed manual).

Connections are self-explanatory. The
MIDI USB Host works with class-
compliant USB-MIDI devices – if your
controller needs drivers, it probably isn’t
going to play along. I tested it with
Kenton’s own Killamix Mini, and the
Faderfox LV-3, and they worked perfectly,
sending MIDI CCs to Avid’s Eleven Rack
guitar interface, which takes CCs for its
amp and effect parameters. It’s a two-way
exchange – MIDI also goes out through the
USB connection. The MIDI USB Host
sends the full 500mA of buss power to the
USB device – I wish there was a battery
power option (and some rubber feet in the
box), but you can’t have everything. This
could make you see your ‘old’ and ‘new’
gear in a different light! Martin Delaney

9/10
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DrumDrops: Compact Disco:
Bass KeysGuitars | £25
loopmasters.com

Awesome name, but
unfortunately a bit
ropey in execution.
There’s plenty of good
live bass, sax, guitar
and it’s all extremely

well played. But some of the recording
quality is a bit noisy and it gets a bit
clichéd. Bass is the main benefit here,
with a great variety of sounds and lines.
Plenty of bass pokes to inspire and chop
up in a variety of different tracks, but
that’s all I found exciting. The vocal parts
are particularly flakey, sounding very much
like they were knocked out in an
afternoon. I’d find it difficult to
recommend this for the price as even
though parts sound very authentic at
times, there’s far too much filler and not
enough killer. Great bass, not much else…
Chris Barker

5/10
RiemannKollektion 9
feat. Popof | £25
Soundstosample.com

Yes! Love it! If you
hanker after the
amazing beats of the
likes of Florian Meindl,
Popof and the sound
of Riemann then this

is the pack for you. It’s laden with
impossible to recreate chunky beats and
blips with width and depth that most
beats can only dream of.

A game of two halves, it features
synths, bubbling bass, a stack of glitchy
vocal loops and amazing effects from
Popof, alongside massive impacts and
hits, fantastic sub-bass and funky hat
loops from Florian Meindl. It’s the fast
track to instant Minimal Tech smashes.
Get on board. Daniel Griffiths

10/10
Deep Tech:Waveform
Recordings | £23
Soundstosample.com

A superb toolkit of
beats for constructing
your own highly
original deep and dirty
House. There’s
everything here from

Minimal-style hits to downright funky
chords and rippling Tribal percussion. It’s
very much geared as backing to your own
synths and other creations (rather than
some of the more basic ‘slot these
melodies’ together toolkits) but that only
serves to make your finished product more
original. As a jumping-off point for any
Deep House ideas, these beats and
backings will get your track to eight out of
10 without even trying. The final step is
up to you. Will Seelig

9/10

Jamie AndersonUnderground
TechHouseVol 2 | £35
loopmasters.com

This pack is amazingly
well produced but the
loop content won’t be
for everyone. With a
huge proportion
garnered from

Anderson’s 909 drum machine, it’s very
niche. Synth sounds are more fun with
Anderson sampling up loads of hardware
and delivering some gorgeous melodies
and hooks. The most attractive feature
about this sample set are the sampler
patches, which deliver great sounds,
spread across your keyboard for either
ESX24, HALion, Kontakt, NNXT and SFZ
formats. The quality overall is extremely
high but this is a very specifically tailored
set of sounds, so might not be for you
unless your seeking that slightly retro
touch. Chris Barker

8/10
Ultimate Filth Pack: Filthy
Patches | £12
Soundstosample.com

This bargain basement
bundle of sounds isn’t
a sample DVD but 100
sounds for Native
Instrument’s Massive
plug-in synths. Looking

at it like that £12 might seem a bit steep
but the quality of tones on offer here really
makes you wonder why you should bother
slaving over a hot Massive when someone
has done all the hard work for you. As you
might imagine Dubstep is the target here
and the pre-assigned and tweakable
wobbles, leads and basses here nail the
genre perfectly – albiet in a rather
predictably ‘nasty’ form. We think we’re
going to be hearing a lot more from this
pack… Daniel Griffiths

8/10
WaveAlchemy Tribal & Tech
House | £28
loopmasters.com

Blending the bouncy
sound of tribal
percussion alongside
jacking Techy
basslines, this pack
has plenty of good

vibes to liven up your tracks with the
classy percussion really useful, especially
when chopped and used as percussion
fills. A folder full of what Loopmasters call
‘groove assist and layering tools’ are also
great for injecting that swing where
needed, whether it be bass, vocal cuts or
noisy sidechained percussion – it’s all
useful. This is a pack that is not only
extremely useful within it’s genre, but
could be fractured up into many genre’s of
four to the floor dance. From Toolroom to
Hed Kandi, this is a great set. Chris Barker

9/10
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